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ABSTRACT
Despite widespread adoption, machine learning models remain mostly black boxes. Understanding the reasons behind
predictions is, however, quite important in assessing trust,
which is fundamental if one plans to take action based on a
prediction, or when choosing whether to deploy a new model.
Such understanding also provides insights into the model,
which can be used to transform an untrustworthy model or
prediction into a trustworthy one.
In this work, we propose LIME, a novel explanation technique that explains the predictions of any classifier in an interpretable and faithful manner, by learning an interpretable
model locally around the prediction. We also propose a
method to explain models by presenting representative individual predictions and their explanations in a non-redundant
way, framing the task as a submodular optimization problem. We demonstrate the flexibility of these methods by
explaining di↵erent models for text (e.g. random forests)
and image classification (e.g. neural networks). We show the
utility of explanations via novel experiments, both simulated
and with human subjects, on various scenarios that require
trust: deciding if one should trust a prediction, choosing
between models, improving an untrustworthy classifier, and
identifying why a classifier should not be trusted.
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Abstract

how much the human understands a model’s behaviour, as
opposed to seeing it as a black box.
Determining trust in individual predictions is an important
problem when the model is used for decision making. When
using machine learning for medical diagnosis [6] or terrorism
detection, for example, predictions cannot be acted upon on
blind faith, as the consequences may be catastrophic.
Apart from trusting individual predictions, there is also a
need to evaluate the model as a whole before deploying it “in
the wild”. To make this decision, users need to be confident
that the model will perform well on real-world data, according
to the metrics of interest. Currently, models are evaluated
using accuracy metrics on an available validation dataset.
However, real-world data is often significantly di↵erent, and
further, the evaluation metric may not be indicative of the
product’s goal. Inspecting individual predictions and their
explanations is a worthwhile solution, in addition to such
metrics. In this case, it is important to aid users by suggesting
which instances to inspect, especially for large datasets.
In this paper, we propose providing explanations for individual predictions as a solution to the “trusting a prediction”
problem, and selecting multiple such predictions (and explanations) as a solution to the “trusting the model” problem.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
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Two Papers Today

Widely cited early example of general
• LIME, an algorithm that can explain the predictions of any
exploitability.
classifier or regressor in a faithful way, by approximating
INTRODUCTION

Machine learning is at the core of many recent advances in
science and technology. Unfortunately, the important role
of humans is an oft-overlooked aspect in the field. Whether
humans are directly using machine learning classifiers as tools,
or are deploying models within other products, a vital concern

it locally with an interpretable model.

• SP-LIME, a method that selects a set of representative
instances with explanations to address the “trusting the
model” problem, via submodular optimization.

Supervised machine learning models boast remarkable predictive capabilities. But can you
trust your model? Will it work in deployment?
What else can it tell you about the world? We
want models to be not only good, but interpretable. And yet the task of interpretation appears underspecified. Papers provide diverse and
sometimes non-overlapping motivations for interpretability, and offer myriad notions of what
attributes render models interpretable. Despite
this ambiguity, many papers proclaim interpretability axiomatically, absent further explanation. In this paper, we seek to refine the discourse on interpretability. First, we examine the
motivations underlying interest in interpretability, finding them to be diverse and occasionally
discordant. Then, we address model properties
and techniques thought to confer interpretability,
identifying transparency to humans and post-hoc
explanations as competing notions. Throughout,
we discuss the feasibility and desirability of different notions, and question the oft-made assertions that linear models are interpretable and that

no one has managed to set it in writing, or (ii) the term interpretability is ill-defined, and thus claims regarding interpretability of various models may exhibit a quasi-scientific
character. Our investigation of the literature suggests the
latter to be the case. Both the motives for interpretability
and the technical descriptions of interpretable models are
diverse and occasionally discordant, suggesting that interpretability refers to more than one concept. In this paper,
we seek to clarify both, suggesting that interpretability is
not a monolithic concept, but in fact reflects several distinct ideas. We hope, through this critical analysis, to bring
focus to the dialogue.
Here, we mainly consider supervised learning and not other
machine learning paradigms, such as reinforcement learning and interactive learning. This scope derives from our
original interest in the oft-made claim that linear models
are preferable to deep neural networks on account of their
interpretability (Lou et al., 2012). To gain conceptual clarity, we ask the refining questions: What is interpretability
and why is it important? Broadening the scope of discussion seems counterproductive with respect to our aims. For
research investigating interpretability in the context of reinforcement learning, we point to (Dragan et al., 2013) which
studies the human interpretability of robot actions. By the

A good critique on the state of
explainable AI research.

Need for Explainability (The Problem)
Ø Don’t trust black box models

Ø confidence in the model
Ø convince a user of a prediction

Ø Don’t understand the data

Ø Reveal relationships in data (science)

Ø Don’t agree with the model
Ø Regulatory and legal reasons

Ø GDPR — Right to an Explanation
Ø US Equal Credit Opportunity Act. — Statement of Specific
Reasons (for adverse actions)

Classic Notion of “Interpretability”
Ø Model’s form and parameters have meaning
Ø Physical laws (F = G m1 m2/d2), growth models (p=eat)

Ø Learning = Estimating parameters è insight about the
underlying phenomenon (and ability to make
predictions)
Ø These models are often “simple” guided by
“first principles”

Classic “interpretable models”
Ø Linear models
Ø Decision trees (not random forrest’s)
Ø Bayesian models
Ø Nearest neighbor models

Black Box (Less Interpretable) Models
Ø Deep Neural Networks
Ø Random Forests (ensembles in general …)
Ø Linear models with complex features

Post-hoc Explainability
Ø Provide justification for a prediction after it is made
Ø May rely on training data as well as internal model
calculations
Ø Like human explanations …
Ø Examples:
Ø LIME, GradCam, RISE, Attentive Explanations, …
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Metrics of Success?
Ø Can they persuade a user (user studies)
Ø Are the explanations consistent
Ø Are the explanations falsifiable
Ø Are the explanations teachable (improve learning)

Systems Role in Explainability
Ø Maintaining Provenance
Ø What code, data, people involved in developing and training
models?

Ø Attesting/Verifying Provenance
Ø Proving that model à decision follows the described
provenance

Ø Providing mechanisms for users to falsify explanations
Ø “You will like ’Blue Planet’ because we think you like ‘BBC
Documentaries about Nature’[x].”
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